Abstract-Recognition rate of mainstream fingerprint recognition algorithm is very low for occluded fingerprint image. In order to solve this problem, based on multi association matching features this thesis proposes the recognition algorithm (RA-MAMF). Firstly, image is pre-processing, the fingerprint image's Gabor filter is enhanced, and bi-narized and thinning pretreated are involved; secondly, the image is divided into multi homogeneous subsets, in which statistical association features and the bifurcation points of each subset are respectively extracted; finally on the basis of fingerprint, images are to be recognized, they are compared and match with the subset. Complete and occluded fingerprints data sets are used to make tested; the recognition algorithm based on multi association matching features has achieved excellent recognition accuracy; the RA-MAMF algorithm does not significantly increase the operating time, and this method effectively solves the low accuracy of traditional identifying the Occluded fingerprint image.
INTRODUCTION
As a tool for authentication, fingerprint has a long time. Between 7000 BC and 6000 BC, fingerprint has been used as the tools for identity authentication in ancient China and ancient Syria using [1] In 1923, Purkinje firstly classified fingerprints; in the late of 19th century, F.Glton carried out an extensive research on fingerprint; in 1960, FBI, Home offiee in the UK and Paris police invested heavily in research and development of Fingerprint Identification System together [2] ; in 1975, the FBI's AFIS system and the Japanese NEC company's fingerprint identification systems are formed; in 1998,JAIN et al proposed the results integration of fingerprints and face recognition; in 2000, the methods if identifying the specific parameters of each user, which integrates the recognition results of fingerprint, face and gesture; in 2001, an overview of the multi-biometric is proposed [3] . In early 2006, Australia has successfully issued the world's first biometric passports. On November 2007, U.S. Department of Homeland Security announced that all non-US citizens should take digital camera pictures and should be scanned their ten fingers when entering the United States. Fingerprinting will be in rapid development period of popularity [4] . In 2009, the U.S. successfully update the fingerprint identification systems. In China, Tsinghua University began to study the fingerprint recognition in the 1980s [5] . Automatic Pattern Recognition Institute of Chinese Academy of Sciences National Laboratory has been committed to the research on "based biometric identity verification" since the 1990s, which has great achievements on fingerprint, iris, face recognition and so on. Perception National Laboratory of Peking University has undertaken the national scientific and technological projects, and has A long-term basic research on fingerprint identification, and has proposed a set of original theories and practical efficiency algorithm [7] .
The original fingerprint recognition uses the artificial way, i.e. the fingerprint is got by hand-made; the fingerprint card is established and then the fingerprint is stored in the database. If there is a need for the print, it can be manually found in the fingerprint database and the fingerprint cards is compared by experts in artificial. After the 1960s [8] , the optical scanners and other tools are used to transfer the fingerprint image into digital fingerprint, and then the advanced Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) based on digital image processing, pattern recognition, expert systems, artificial intelligence and other areas is gradually developed [9] . The computer is used to replace the manual, which can automatically process and match the fingerprint identification. The emergence and development of AFIS greatly reduces the required time of fingerprints saving, retrieving and identifying, which makes the fingerprint recognition technology as a safe and convenient authentication tool. It has been widely used in bank credit cards, computer user authentication systems, access control systems, ID card, network transmission security encryption and so on. Pattern Recognition (PR), also known as pattern classification, objects recognition and so on [10] . Through analyzing various information and data of object or phenomenon, the ubiquitous features set of the object properties are summarized and identified, and then the identify objects are identified (classified) according to the degree of similarity of characteristics. Factor collection which can express and summarize the identification object is called the pattern of object or phenomenon and the factors of the consisting pattern are known as the descriptor of the patterns [11] , also is known as pattern characteristics. Thus, the pattern is a collection consisting of the representative characteristics of object (or sample). Pattern recognition includes two interconnected stages, namely the learning phase and the identification phase. The process forming and summarizing the pattern is called the learning phase of model recognition. Learning phase makes feature selection for the sample set (also known as learning set or training set) to find the law of classification. After that the identification phase takes the classification and decision-making for the recognition object according to the formed mode, thus the process of object automatic recognition and classification is completed [12] .
The existing mainstream fingerprint recognition algorithm and products are for complete fingerprint image, but in practical applications, due to uneven pressing efforts, over or under exposure and other factors the image brightness and strong lines contain noise or distortion; especially in Criminal Investigation fingerprint often is Occluded, damaged and Occluded, and therefore how to accurately identify the Occluded fingerprint has important practical significance [13] . The traditional feature extraction method and decision-making method can not effectively solve the fingerprint distortion, fault, Occluded and dislocation, and the filled interpolation method also can not correctively reflect the texture in torn region, especially for Occluded cases with a wide range. To solve the problem of difficult identification the Occluded fingerprint, some scholars from different angles makes improvements on fingerprint recognition algorithm. Literature [14, 15] based on direction filtering, median filtering, Gabor filtering, fuzzy operators and other methods improve the fingerprint image contrast, which enhances the image effect, but such methods are mainly to solve the problems of fingerprint image with noise, distortion and other issues, and also the calculation has higher complexity and it can not really solve the identification of Occluded fingerprint image. Literature [16] based on nonlinear interpolation and curve evolution interpolation enhance and complement the Occluded fingerprint image; literature [17] respectively based on fuzzy C-means clustering and watershed regions steer the image interpolation algorithm, which realizes the segmentation and enhancement of the Occluded image, but this type of interpolation algorithms are based on the original fingerprint image area to make supplement for Occluded areas, which is suitable for smaller and can not really reflect the real characteristics of the lines for the Occluded region, and it is with a strong contingency [17] . The minutiae feature points like bifurcation point and endpoint to some extent reflect the uniqueness of fingerprint images, which widely used in the complete fingerprint recognition algorithm [18] , but it can not reflect the related information between each pixels, and thus it can not be directly applied to Occluded fingerprint identification. Statistical uses the regionalized variables as theory and semi-variogram as tool to study the spatial structure and correlation of objects [17, 19] .
Semi-variogram function based on statistical extract the fingerprint image features, which can focus reflects the association information between the fingerprint pixels to make up for the shortage of minutiae points. In addition, based on global features matching algorithm, the blank portion of Occluded fingerprint image will extract the global characteristics, which causes a mismatch. If the fingerprints are from the same source, although Occluded fingerprints are not match with the global features of complete fingerprints, the local features be matched and the Occluded fingerprint image can be divided into a plurality of subsets. They determine the last match results based on the matching rate of subset features, which can prevent characteristic variation lead by fingerprint gaps. Based on the above two points, the Occluded fingerprint recognition algorithm based on association features and multi-subsets match is developed; the new method makes improvement to fingerprint recognition algorithm from the angles of features extraction and multi-regional subset match and applies this algorithm into the complete fingerprint database and Occluded fingerprint database identification, which achieves optimum results and demonstrates the effectiveness of the algorithm.
II. FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION MODEL OF RA-MAMF ALGORITHM
In the fingerprint identification process, due to various reasons the input fingerprint image is a gray image with lots of noise. The purpose of preprocessing is to remove the noise in the image to make the image and edge more clear, and then make the image to be a graph with clear point line, which offer convenience for extracting the correct fingerprint feature. The preprocessing of fingerprint image is important in the whole fingerprint recognition system, which will have a direct impact on the results of fingerprint identification. Preprocessing is generally divided into four steps: image segmentation, image filtering, binarization and thinning. Ideas of fingerprint recognition based on RA-MAMF algorithm are need to keep some rules. Gabor filtering is used to de-noise and enhance the fingerprint image, and the binary processing and refining treatment are used. The whole image is evenly divided into N sub-images, and the non-directional characteristic like statistical correlation characteristics, the bifurcation point and end points of each sub-image are extracted to generate the feature subsets. Based on the fingerprint image need to be tested, feature subsets of the fingerprint image in database are matched, and the percentage of match subset is used JOURNAL OF MULTIMEDIA, VOL. 9, NO. 7, JULY 2014 911
to determine the belonging. Flow chat of RA-MAMF algorithm is shown in Figure 1 .
III. FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION ALGORITHM DESIGN OF RA-MAMF

A. Image Pretreatment
The most important step of Fingerprint preprocessing process is the filtering for fingerprint image, which is the core issue to be resolved in fingerprint image preprocessing. The purpose of filtering is enhancing the contrast of the ridge valleys structure and suppressing the noise at the same time, connecting the breaking ridge line and separated ridge line, highlighting some of the information according to the specific image needs, and weakening or removing some unwanted information.
Due to the light intensity, temperature, intensity and other factors, fingerprint extraction is with vary degrees of noise, which affect the fingerprint feature extraction and fingerprint recognition, so the fingerprint image is preprocessed, which can eliminate the noise to improve the quality of fingerprint image recognition. (1) Gaussian smoothing. Initial fingerprint image is convolved with the Gaussian function, which can effectively suppress the noise, so that the fingerprint image is smoother. Assuming the original image is F( | )
are the rows and columns of image, Gaussian smoothing formula is as follows:
where in,  is the variance of the Gaussian function.
Calculating the direction of the field. The image is divided into k × w pieces; the pixel is used as the unit; and Sober operator calculate the gradient ( / )
where in,  and X are the coordinates of the pixels.
The direction field value of each sub-block center pixel (i, j) is calculated as follows:
where in, i  is the direction field value of each sub-block center pixel (i, k) of the ridge line of least squares. Calculating the frequency field. Because the grey value of the fingerprint ridge lines in the direction perpendicular to the line shows the gradation generally sine law, through calculating the average number of pixels p (i,  ) between adjacent peaks to get the final ridge frequency h(i , k) = 1 / p (i,  ). Enhancing Gabor filtering. After obtained frequency field and orientation field of fingerprint image, two-dimensional Gabor filtering operator can be constructed to get to the enhanced de-noising fingerprint image. Two-dimensional filtering operator can be expressed as follow:
where in,  is the value of the Gabor's direction field; f is the frequency field value of Gabor; 
B. Bi-Narization
Refinement is a process of cutting the edge pixels until the line is a single pixel wide line, based on not influence the line's connectivity after the binarization of fingerprint. The dreaming refined skeleton of line should be in the ideal middle location of the original ridge line and maintaining the connectivity, topology and features of pattern lines are the same time.
Fingerprint image binarization processing refers to transfer the fingerprint image into fingerprint ridge structure of grayscale with black and white shown in Figure 2 . If the sum of cut grey value is less than the sum of normal gray value, the black dot can be judged as that it locates in the fingerprint ridge line. Processing formula of bi-narization method is as following:
where in,
, ti U indicates the pixel gray value; t X is the direction field; δ represents the determined lookup range; H is the sum of cut pixels value of the assessing pixels; V is the sum of normal pixels. If H> V, the pixel is located in the valley line, otherwise in the ridge line. Refining is 912 JOURNAL OF MULTIMEDIA, VOL. 9, NO. 7, JULY 2014 the main role of the fingerprint image, refining is removing the uneven lines in original binarization fingerprint image and the atypical feature information. Through deleting or keeping the way, the center line of the stripe is wide and unique, thereby the fingerprint image features are outstanding to improve the image processing speed. This thesis uses OPTA (One Pass Thinning Algorithm) to refine the fingerprint image.
C. Extracting Fingerprint Features
Fingerprint minutiae is the most common feature in artificial matching, because the probability of existing the branching point, end point is high and easy to be detected. And more importantly, they are sufficient to describe the uniqueness of the fingerprints. 8-neighbor method is used for extracting branch points and ends points of the fingerprint ridges. Assuming P is the target pixel point (pixel to be processed), the circumference of the adjacent 8:00 P1, P2,..., P8 are called 8 neighborhood points of point P.
For fully refined binary image there are only two kinds of conditions for gray value of pixel: 0 represents the background point gray; 1 is the grey value of ridge point. For any point P, set V1, V2,..., V8 are the gray value of point P's 8 neighborhood points; if P is the endpoint, its eight neighborhood points satisfies the following:
If n is the branch point, its eight neighbor points satisfy the following;
Finally, based on the direction of the edge features and detection of field features the detects false feature points of branch points and end points are extracted and removed.
Minutiae features of Bifurcation points and the endpoints can reflect the uniqueness of in the fingerprint image to some extent, but they can not reflect the correlation information between pixels. Especially for those fingerprint images which are hard to identify, in which the bifurcation point and endpoints are basically the same, making it impossible to distinguish, so a characteristic fingerprint associated with an earth system science is put forth. The extraction process of statistically associated with feature is as follows: First, the binarized fingerprint image is evenly divided into k × w small blocks; each block contains 10-20 pixels. After the division of the sub-block, the entire fingerprint image data can be seem as a series of data  (i), i=1, …, n, n=k×w, its which experimental semi-variogram values r (h) is shown in the following formula:
(4) Extracting the statistical correlation characteristics. According to step (3) to determine the process variable, r (h) in the process is selected to reflect the feature value association information between image pixels; association features are the corresponding r(h) with distance one to six When the traditional Occluded fingerprint recognition algorithm based on global features is used for fingerprint image recognition, since the Occluded fingerprint image lost parts of the texture, there is big difference from extracting its global features and extracting global features from complete fingerprint image, but some reserved parts are still the same with the complete images. Apparently in the recognition algorithm of Occluded fingerprint image, subset matching results based on local features are superior to global features, so a matching recognition method based on multi-subsets is designed. First, the entire pretreated image is evenly divided into k sub-images, and then no orientation features were extracted from each sub-image to form k feature subsets. Matching fingerprint images in fingerprint library are made the same process; each image is generated k feature subsets. Let Occluded fingerprint image to be identified as A, in which the number of complete image in the fingerprint database is B. Matching process of multi-subset is as follows: Determining the effective subset. Since after the division of Occluded image A the number of pixels in sub-sets formed by the Occluded parts is scarce, they are defined as the valid subset, which is not involved in match count. The subset image which its pixels are 80% is defined as valid subset; assuming a valid subset of the image to be recognized number is as m (m ≤ k). Matching the single sub-set. The first valid subset of the image A is respectively by-matched with all subsets of the image B; when its matching rate of a subset in image B exceeds a given threshold value, i.e. the valid subset is successfully matched; if all is not matched, the valid subset matching is unsuccessful. Matching multiple sub-set. The extracted m valid subsets are respectively repeat the process of matching the single subset. If the successfully matched valid subset exceeds a given threshold, the source of the Occluded image A is the same with images B with database.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Platform and Standards
In order to verify the effectiveness and superiority of RA-MAMF, fingerprint data from FVC2004 DB1_B, DB2_B, DB3_B and DB4_B are usedto extract the 320 fingerprint images; each DB set contains 10 people; each people has 8 images. Three images are randomly selected from eight images of each people as the independent test samples, and the remaining is as the matching database. When the Occluded fingerprint recognition algorithm is verified, the fingerprint images in independent test samples are artificially make Occluded processing, and the Occluded range is from 5 % to 50 %. The whole algorithm platform is conducted on the Intel Pentium (R) 2.8GHz dual-core CPU, 4G memory, PC with windows 7 operating system, and all the algorithms are programming in Matlab 2012.
In order to make the results of RA-MAMF algorithm are more persuasive, three kinds of comparative algorithms are chose: Tradition algorithm (only using the endpoint and the intersection of two minutiae features, and do not use the multi-subsets matching strategy); SM algorithm (only extracting two kinds of minutiae features, but using the multi-subset matching strategy); SCC algorithm (extracting the endpoint, intersection and the statistical associating features, but do not using the multi-subset matching strategy). For Occluded data sets, first three kinds of classic methods are selected to make comparing experiments. From the point of view of the effectiveness of RA-MAMF algorithm: local feature extraction method based on the micro characteristics [17] (2-SM, extracting peripheral point, branching point, isolated point, hole, intersection and short ridge); correlation characteristics based on triangle model [18] 
B. Results and Analyses
1) Results Comparison Of Recognition Algorithms
In order to validate the performance indicators of the proposed fusion algorithm in this chapter, the proposed algorithm and fusion algorithm based on entropy theory are compared with a single matching algorithm. On Database, in order to illustrate the problem of Occluded fingerprint identification, the fingerprint image in low-quality fingerprint image FVC2004 database are adopted to make simulation experiments with the proposed mechanism in this chapter. Firstly, three parameters measuring the efficiency of fingerprint identification are introduced. In fingerprint recognition system, False Match Rate (FMR), False Non-Match Rate (FNMR) and Equal Error Rate (ERR) are used to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. ROC curve of the proposed algorithm is always at the bottom of a single algorithm, which indicates that the proposed fusion mechanism can effectively identify the matching fingerprints and reduce the fingerprint matching errors. Second, the performance of fusion algorithm based on entropy theory is basically higher than fusion mechanism based on triangular mold operator, which indicates that the entropy theory-based algorithm can better adapt to the fusion of multi-class match operator. It can accurately reflect the real situation of different matching and improve the recognition performance. On the third, the proposed association features and multi-subset matching algorithm are associated with the quality of fingerprint, which indicate that when the quality of fingerprint is poor, the ROC curve of entropy-based algorithm is significantly lower than the curve of algorithm based on triangular mold operator; the 914 JOURNAL OF MULTIMEDIA, VOL. 9, NO. 7, JULY 2014 fusion method based on entropy theory can use the uncertainty to coordinate treatment for different matching algorithms. In the Occluded fingerprint matching identification, uncertainty is reduced and the comprehensive, accurate and reliable identification results are obtained. On the Fourth, the ROC curve of matching algorithm based on association features is lower than the algorithm based on minutiae, which indicates that the optimal solution can be found in Occluded fingerprint identification, i.e. the best match.
2) Results of Omparison of Match
To determine the optimal matching thresholds the single subset match" and "multi-subset match", the Occluded fingerprint images are used as objects and the thresholds are gradually sided (sliding range is between 0.5-1.0), and also the training sample is calculated to determine the identification accuracy shown in Figure 4 . Score values of "single subset match" are defined as the correlation coefficient of two feature subsets.
where in, x is the feature subset of template fingerprint; y is the feature subset of fingerprint matching; r is the correlation coefficient. The score of "Multi-subset match": the ratio of successfully matched subset to the effective subset. Can be seen from Figure 5 , when the single subset Threshold is set as 1, which requires the feature subset of template is the same with the matching feature subset (correlation coefficient is 1), resulting in a low successful match rate; when the multi-subset Threshold is relatively high, the sample successfully matched rate is 0, so that the prediction accuracy is 0. When the single subset Threshold is set as 0.85 and the multi-subset threshold is set as 0.9, the right sentence rate of the training set is the highest. Therefore, the proposed single subset threshold and multi-subset match threshold are set as 0.78 and 0.86.
3) Contrast on the Complete Fingerprint Image Recognition
For the complete fingerprint image in FVC2004, the prediction accuracy of each algorithm model is shown in Table I . after analyzing the comparison in Table I , the following conclusions can be obtained:
(1) Tradition and SM algorithm only use the endpoints and the intersection of minutiae, and the average recognition rate is of 87.5%, which indicates that these two features have been distinguished the differences between the fingerprints to some extent, but its identification effect is not ideal.
(2) RA-MAMF and SCC algorithm use three kinds of feature framework recognition models containing statistical association features, and their recognition rate are higher than 92%, especially after adjustment of multi-subset matching; the recognition rate of RA-MAMF algorithm reaches 94.72%, and the results shows statistical association features can effectively reflect the correlation between regions of the fingerprint image, which make up minutiae defects only reflecting the structural changes, so that the e fingerprint image contains more comprehensive and credible information.
(3) The difference between SCC algorithm and RA-MAMF algorithm is the using of a multi-subset matching policy; the difference between Tradition and SM algorithm is the using of multi-subset matching strategy at the same time. As seen from Table I , when a fingerprint is completely recognized, multi-subset matching only slightly improves the recognition accuracy, but the running time relative increases and its value is not obvious.
Recognition results of different algorithms for Occluded fingerprint images are shown in Table II. From  Table 2 it can be known:
(1) Compared with Tradition and SCC algorithm (not using the multi-subset matching strategy), recognition accuracy of RA-MAMF and SM algorithm (using the multi-subset match) is significantly higher.
(2) SCC algorithm is modeled based on three kinds of characteristics of the image, but the multi-subset matching strategy is not used; the recognition accuracy for complete fingerprint is of 92.17%, but recognition accuracy for Occluded fingerprint is only of 55.9%.
(3) SM algorithm uses two kinds of minutiae, but uses the multi-subset match strategy; when identify the Occluded fingerprint image the accuracy does not show significant decline.
(4) RA-MAMF algorithm has a very high recognition rate on complete fingerprint recognition and Occluded fingerprint recognition. Although using the multi-subset matching algorithm leads to a slight increase in running time, compared with the improvement of recognition accuracy the effects are not serious. Table III, through the analyzing Table III it can be known: 2-SM model uses the typical local feature extraction method, which obtains the image' end point, a diverging point , an isolated point, hole, short ridge intersection of seven bridges minutiae, but the simple local characterization can not sufficiently express the information of fingerprint images, resulting in the low recognition accuracy; 3-SM extracts feature association features from the distance among three feature points lines and angles, reflecting association information of local area to some extent; compared with 2-SM method, the accuracy of 3-SM has been improved, but it do not get the relevant information and the final prediction accuracy is not very satisfactory; MSRC uses Gabor filter from eight directions to extract the local and global features of the fingerprint image; compared to the two reference models, the prediction accuracy is greatly improved, but the operator does not consider the feature association information of the image and recognition accuracy for Occluded fingerprint images is still weaker than RA-MAMF algorithm; RA-MAMF algorithm takes into account the local detail information of each subset and the global correlation information of the image at the same time; SCC association features through calculating the pixel differences between each sub-block with the same distance reflects pixel-related information of the semi-variogram functions, and finally based on different semi-variogram values multi-scale relevant information is achieved; and through multi-feature subset the importance of local features for Occluded fingerprint image is reinforced, and the independent testing accuracy is the highest in the participial model. 
D. Recognition Performance Comparison of Occluded Fingerprint Algorithm
To compare the recognition performance of Occluded fingerprint recognition algorithm to the Occluded fingerprint image, 120 fingerprint images manually processed are divided into five levels according to the Defect Images (DI), the predict results of each Occluded fingerprint recognition algorithm are shown in Table IV. MSRC algorithm is the optimal migration algorithm based on adaptive genetic algorithm; when it searches the appropriate benchmark matching feature points, matching problems of fingerprint features are partially solved, and there is some improvement in terms of accuracy; but when the degree of defect of fingerprints is between 48% ≤ DI <60%, the recognition accuracy is sharply decreased. Through analyzing the changes of fingerprint contour curves, FICC algorithm calculates the evolution of the fingerprint curve, and then through the discrete iterative methods, the Occluded fingerprint images are repaired. When the degree of defect is small, after image filled by the image recognition accuracy can be effectively improved; when the degree of defect is between 2% to 18%, the recognition accuracy of the test sample is up to 100%; but with the expand of the degree of defect, the effectiveness is greatly reduced, and the overall prediction accuracy is the lowest among the three reference models. The proposed RA-MAMF based on multi-subset match, and the prediction accuracy is the highest; with the increase of Occluded range, the recognition accuracy is decline slower than the reference models.
V. CONCLUSION
Recognition rate of mainstream fingerprint recognition algorithm is very low for Occluded fingerprint image. In order to solve this problem, this thesis proposes the algorithm based on association features and multi-subset matching (RA-MAMF). RA-MAMF algorithm improves the fingerprint recognition algorithm from the points of the integrity of feature extraction and multi-subset matching. And also the RA-MAMF algorithm is applied to the complete and Occluded fingerprint recognition, which has achieved excellent recognition accuracy; the RA-MAMF algorithm does not significantly increase the operating time, and this method effectively solves the low accuracy of traditional identifying the Occluded fingerprint image.
